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Casey Doss, Director, B. Ed

Casey is the Founder, Director, and Mentor at TRUST Learning Center. She has an
extensive background in multi-disciplinary
age teaching in private and public
schools. She is passionate about engaging
students' individual interests and learning
styles. Casey is continuously inspired by
her students’ creativity and individuality.
Her teaching practice blends traditional
learning methods with student-centered
play, hands on discovery, mentorship programs and direct instruction. Casey creates a dynamic, joyful environment that
fosters a direct love of learning.
Please contact Casey at 780 887 2448 or
780 884 4968

Trust Learning Centre

Fostering a Life Long Love of Learning...

Trust Learning Centre
Offers a rich and supportive environment for children to learn, grow, and
discover…
Children are naturally bright-eyed, exploratory, and inquisitive. TRUST keeps the joy of
learning alive and growing. We move beyond the walls of a traditional classroom...
and embrace the world as our classroom.
TRUST Learning Center provides a nurturing
environment for students to pursue their
own interests and passions, as well as discover new interests. With the support of
trained teachers and facilitators, traditional
subjects are explored in engaging ways,
through hands-on projects, mentorship,
and self-directed learning.

Fostering a Life Long Love of Learning...
Freedom To Explore…With Passion and Courage!
Combining Nature and Natural Learning In A Way That
Supports and Nourishes Each Unique Learner…

TLC Values Children...
 Children are valued as unique individuals, and

Here is what parents and children have
to say about TRUST Learning Center:

honored for their own gifts, talents,
expressions, and learning styles
 Children are encouraged to pursue
their unique interests, creatively blending
traditional subjects with personal interests
 Children are encouraged to have dreams and
ambitions, set personal goals, and stretch their
boundaries. Facilitators and mentors
provide the support they need to accomplish personal and educational goals
 An atmosphere of kindness, self–
respect, mutual support, and teamwork is cultivated. Whole child approach: mind, body, emotions and spirit are nurtured

“I’m able to pursue my own interests and any
hobby I like… I can take every subject and
gear It towards horsemanship...”
--Kassie, Student, 12 years old

TLC Values Families....
 Families work with facilitators in creating the

desired curriculum and setting the goals and objectives for the year
 Various learning styles are accommodated,
from structured learning to child-led or 'unschooled'
 Parents are welcomed to come in and share
their knowledge, talents, or expertise
A sense of community and family is cultivated between peers and mentors

TLC Values Learning....
 A rich array of learning tools and opportunities

are provided. Our rural country setting encourages
respect and understanding of nature, and provides a relaxed and nourishing environment
 Opportunities for mentor and apprentice relationships, both within and outside of the center
 Individuals from the community come in to
share their skills; such as an engineer, a software
designer, an entrepreneur
Some of the activities at Trust have included:
cooking, sewing, scientific experiments, hatching
baby chicks, building a robot, nature excursions,
music classes and many more....

“I like that I can explore who I am…”
--Caleb, Student, 6 years old
“In public school the mentality was – just do it.
At TRUST it is more guided and there are reasons why…High grades don’t necessarily mean
that kids know what they are doing….” --MeiFah, Student 13 years old
“After being home-schooled for 5 years, I felt
my son would enjoy having more social bonds
and creative stimulation. We found this at TRUST
—and much more. He was immediately welcomed into an environment that felt like a family… and given the support to be himself, pursue his interests, and learn about a variety of
subjects in colorful ways. He can be inventive
and think 'outside the box.' He is prospering
and flourishing at TRUST...and comes home
each day eager to tell me so many rich stories
about his learning, fun, discovery, and challenges!” --Amy Gallagher, Parent.
“At Trust learning Centre my children have received inspired guidance and mentorship. This
is a true experience of learning to be in community and to honor and respect each person
for their unique gifts.”
--Nathalie Jackson, Parent.

